Abstract-The module placement is one of the most important problem in the VLSI design. A practical VLSI placement problem often includes some constraints. In this paper, we propose a penalty function approach for the efficient simulated annealing search on the solution space of constrained problems. We apply the penalty function approach to the placement problem with boundary constraints. Experimental results show that our proposed method can accomplish more effective simulated annealing search than the conventional method proposed in [3] for two modules sets, an MCNC benchmark ami49 and a randomly generated module set.
I. INTRODUCTION
The module placement problem has been investigated in connection with the optimization problem of VLSI physical design and it is one of the most important subproblems. This problem is to place given modules on the plane without overlaps and its objective is to minimize the area of the minimum rectangular bounding box. There are several approaches to the problem and they have made a tremendous progress in VLSI technology. However, as the number of modules in recent VLSI systems becomes larger, it becomes harder to obtain a placement with small area. In order to solve this problem effectively, the stochastic methods such as the simulated annealing approaches and genetic algorithms come to be employed. Simulated annealing approaches, using one of encoding schemes such as bounded slice-line grid (BSG) [5] , sequence-pair [4] , and ordered tree (0-tree) [7] , are widely applied to the module placement problem.
A sequence-pair is an ordered pair of permutations of modules and used as an encoding scheme in the simulated annealing approach to a placement problem. In a simulated annealing approach, we consider a solution space consisting of placements obtained from a sequence-pair by some decoding scheme and search on the solution space by traversing neighboring solutions. In the simulated annealing approach we use the moves, choosing scheme of neighborhoods, proposed in [I, 41. In the simulated annealing approach, if infinite computation time is allowed and the transition probability matrix satisfies some conditions, we can reach an optimum with asymptotic probability one [2] while, in practical implementation with fi-319 nite computation time, we often fall into some local optimum or other solutions. In addition, the practical VLSI design problem often includes some constraints and those constraints may avoid us reaching better solutions. Hence, we need to find an effective way to escape from worse local optimums with high probability in limited computation time implementation.
In this paper, we propose a penalty function approach to the problem with some constraints and we apply it to the placement problem with boundary constraints. As seen in the experimental results, we can find that our proposed method generates better solutions than the method proposed in [3] , which also uses the simulated annealing search, though the computation time of one iteration stage, choosing a neighbor solution and generating and evaluating its placement, of our method takes O(n1ogn) computation time and that of the conventional method in [3] takes O(n2) computation time.
THE SIMULATED ANNEALING WITH THE SEQUENCE

PAIR ENCODING
A. The Sequence-Pair Encoding A module mi (1 5 i 5 n) is a rectangle with its width wi and height hi and it must be located in the xy-plane such that its bounding line segments have the vertical or horizontal direction. A variable ri represents whether the rotation is applied to module mi (ri = 1) or not (ri = 0) (see Figs. 1 (a) and (b)). A module mi is said to be placed if x-and y-coordinates and ri are given, where (xi,yi) corresponds to the coordinates of the left bottom corner of mi as shown in Fig. 1 . We call 7 = ( r l ,~, . . . ,rn) E (0, a rotation vector of modules. In order to represent the horizontal and vertical widths of placed modules, we use two functions 'hor' and 'ver' defined as hor(mi) = wi and ver(mj) = hi if ri = 0 ( Fig. 1 (a) ) and hor(mi) = hi and ver(mi) = wi if ri = 1 (Fig. 1  (b) ). Two placed modules mi and mj are said to overzap each other if the following four inequalities hold: xi < x, + hor(mj), xj < xi + hor(mi), yi < y j + ver(mj), and yj < yi + ver(mi). A is called a placement (of a module set M = {ml , m2,. . . , m,}) if no two modules overlap. We let A ( P ) denote the area of the minimum rectangular bounding box including all modules, i.e., A ( P ) = V ( P ) H ( P ) for V ( P ) = max (xi + hor(mi)) -min xi and H ( P ) = m e (yi + ver(mi)) -min yi.
A placement P is said to be optimal if no other placement P'
satisfies A(P') < A ( P ) . The objective of the placement problem is to compute a placement P with small A ( P ) . R1 iff+(mj) < f + ( m j ) and f-(mj) < f -( m j ) (resp. f+(mj) > f+ (mj) and f-(mi) > f-(mj)), then xi + hor(mi) 5 xj (resp. x, + hor(mj) 5 xi), i.e., mi is at the leji (resp. right) of rnj, and Note that mi and mi have exactly one of R1 and R2 relationships and those relationships are transitive. S = (T+,T-,7 ), a sequence-pair together with a rotation vector, is useful to represent some restrictions of a placement and we use it as a code. We now define a mapping T from such codes S to placements. The coordinates (x;,yj) of the left bottom corner of module mj can be computed by the following equations: max{xi +hor(mi)lf+(mi) < f+(mj), f-(mi) < f -( m j ) ) if at least one such i exists and 0 if otherwise, and Y j = By definition, P(S) is one of the smallest area placements satisfying the restrictions prescribed by S. Using some binary tree structure, such a placement T ( S ) can be obtained from S in O(n1ogn) computation time [6] . It is known that there exists a solution S such that P(S) is optimal [4] .
B. The Neighborhood Structure
For convenience, we often regard S as a placement, i.e., a solution, instead of T(S). For some different codes S and S', P(S) = T(S'). In this case, we regard that S and S' are different solutions. In the simulated annealing, we search the solution space consisting of such placements S's. A neighborhood structure of the solution space can be represented by a set of operations to compute a neighborhood S' from a solution S. In this paper, we consider a solution space whose neighborhood structure is provided by the following three operations:
IN4
FX:
RT: (full-exchange) choose two modules mi and mj and then exchange mi and m j in both r+ and r-.
(rotate) choose one modules mi and rotate it, i.e., ri := 1 -ri. In other words, in our simulated annealing approach, a neighborhood is obtained from a current solution S by applying one of above operation to S, where each operation is chosen with probability 1 /3, here. The neighborhood structure with such probabilities corresponds to "the transition probability matrix" in [2] .
C. The Simulated Annealing
Let 8 be the solution space with a neighborhood structre on which we search by the simulated annealing for minimizing the cost C(S) of a solution S E 8. Note that, in the area rninimization problem mentioned above, C ( S ) = A ( S ) . A nonoptimal solution S is said to be locally optimal if we cannot reach better solution from S by traversing neighboring solutions without visiting any worse solution S', i.e., S' with 
C(S') > C(S). For a locally optimal solution S, the depth D ( S )
o f S is the maximum value such that we cannot reach better solution from S by traversing only neighboring solutions S' with
C(S') < D ( S ) +C(S). The maximum depth of a locally optimal solution S is called the depth o f S and denoted by d ( S ) .
Let X(7;:) be the random variable representing the cost, the value of the objective function C(S) of the current solution S, at each 7;: in the algorithm and let Copt be the minimum cost of a solution. Then, a simulated annealing search described in Fig. 3 with a temperature schedule TO, T I , . . . on a solution space 9 guarantees to reach an optimal solution with asymptotic probability one, i.e., limi--X(7;:) = Copt, if the followings five conditions are satisfied [2] : (a) the solution space 9 is finite and irreducible, (b) there exists an equilibrium distribution for the transition probability matrix, Note that, if C(S') 5 C(S), the inequality (t) in Fig. 3 is always true.
In a practical implementation, we have to simulate the algorithm in finite computation time. In this paper, we set 7;: = rli/'I TO for some integer t , real number r = 1 -E for some positive E << 1, and T, > 0 as many other researchers do in the area minimization.
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINT AND ITS PENALTY FUNCTION
A. Sequence Pair coding for Boundary Constraints
In the placement problem with boundary constraints, some modules are required to placed along some specified boundaries. The module set of the problem is divided into five subsets F , L, R, B, and T . A module f E F is said to be free and it has no boundasy constraint. A module in L (resp., R, B, T ) is said to be le@ (resp., right, bottom, top) and it must be placed along the left (resp. right, bottom, top) boundary. In the sequence pair coding of a solution satisfying the above boundary constraints, for 1 E L and x # I, either f+ (I) < f+ (x) or f-(I) < f-(x) holds. For 1 E L, let the V-value of 1 be the number of modules x violating 1, i.e., x has the restriction to be at the left of I, and denoted by vio(l) = #{xlf+(x) < f+(l) and f -( x ) < f-(l)}.
Similarly, for r E R, b E B, and t E T , we define their V-value
respectively. A solution S is said to be feasible if every constrainted module m satisfies vio(m) = 0. If S is feasible, we can obtain a feasible placement having the same area with P(S) by relocating modules of R U T in P(S).
B. The Conventional Method
A transformation from an arbitrary sequence-pair to a feasible one, called SQ-Transformer, is proposed in [3] :
SQ-Transformer
Step 1 (LB-procedure): In the sequence Ti, place all modules in L to the left of the leftmost modules b E B in T+,
where li E L and bi E B.
Step 2 (TR-procedure): In the sequence I-+, place all modules in R to the right of the rightmost module t E T .
Step 3 (T-procedure): For all t E T (from the right to the left in r+), find all modules x (from the left to the right in r+) which appear at the left o f t in T+, if x appears at the left o f t in r-then x is placed at the right o f t in I--.
Steps 4-6 (B,L,R-procedures): B-,L-, and R-procedures
are defined similarly to the T-procedure.
Step 7 : Output the final sequence-pair.
Steps 1 and 2 take O(n) computation time and Steps 3-6 take O(n2) computation time [3] , where n is the number of modules. Thus, the total computation time of the method is O(n2). We let SQ(S) be the feasible solution obtained from S by applying the SQ-transformer. In the simulated annealing in [3], a solution S is evaluated by the area of SQ(S) at each step, i.e., the cost function of S is given by C(SQ(S)).
C. Proposed Method
C.1
We first describe our strategy to obtain a feasible solution by simulated annealing search using a penalty function on the solution space including infeasible solutions. The extended objective function C used in our simulated annealing includes the penalty function pen multiplied by a sufficient large coefficient c, i.e.,
Some Conditions for the Penalty Function
where Co(S) denotes the original objective function of the problem which is A(S) in area minimization problem. The value c should be determined according to the temperature schedule and the instance. It is desirable that, if C(S) is relatively small and S is infeasible, then S may have a neighboring solution S' with C(S') < C(S), where we assume that the simulated annealing search will reach a solution with relatively small value. Also, the reachability in the sub-solution space consisting of only feasible solutions should be guaranteed. For satisfying those properties, we will consider a penalty function pen and the neighborhood structure satisfying the following conditions:
Condition 1:
The penalty function is a mapping from solutions to non-negative integers i.e., pen : S ---f N, and satisfies that, for all S E 9, pen(S) = 0 iff S is feasible.
neighboring solution S' such that pen(S') < pen(S).
Condition 3:
There exists at least one code S whose placement is optimal and C(S) < C(S') for every non-optimal solution S' if c is sufficiently large.
Condition 4:
For arbitrary feasible solutions S and S' , it is reachable from S to S' with traversing only feasible solutions. The best value of c may depend on the neighborhood structure and the temperature schedule.
Condition2
C.2 Penalty Function
We now define a penalty function pen(S) of a solution S of the problem. The penalty function of a solution which we use in this paper is defined by Proof. We only show in the case that S = (r+ , r-, i ) has at least one violated module in L U T . We can similarly show it in case that a violated module exists in RUB. Let 11 E LU T be the leftmost violated module in r+. Without loss of generality, we assume 11 E L. Let x be the rightmost module in r+ such that any module appearing between x and 11 in r+ does not appear at the left of ZI in r-. Then, mELURUBUT r+ = (...,x, ..., y )... ,ZI,...), r-= (..., x ,..., iI ,..., y ,... ).
Therefore, we have the following:
Proposition 1 Every module y between x and 11 in r+ appears afrer 11 in F-.
Let y be an arbitrary module between x and 11 in r+. Since 11 E L is the leftmost violated module in r+, y # L.
If x # T , let S' = (r\,r-,T?) be the solution obtained by inserting I1 immediately before x in I-+, i.e., ri := (. . . ,11 ,x, . . . ,y, . . .) . Since x @ T , and y # L, V-values of x iind y do not increase and we have the theorem.
If x E T , let S' be the solution obtained by the full-exchange operation of 11 and x. For the full-exchange operation, V-values of other modules do not increase. Also, the V-value of 11 becomes smaller. From Proposition l, the V-value of x does not increase. Therefore, the total sum of V-values decreases, i.e., pen(S') < pen(S). 4 6 conv.
prop. conv.
prop.
JLI avg.
1.0479 I 1.0442 1.0582 1 1.0529
We next show that Condition 4 holds under our neighborhood structure. Note that the rotation vector of a solution is nothing to do with the feasibility and we need not to consider the rotation vector. For X E {L,R,B,T,F}, let X = {*,4,. . . ,mfX,}, OX be a sequence (w$,m; It should be noted that, since we start with a randomly generated solution (sequence pair with a rotation vector) and it may be infeasible solution, the probability with the final placement being feasible mainly depends on the temperature schedule (including the length of the schedule) and the value c. Of cause, it also depends on the problem instance, i.e., the module set and constrained modules. Clearly, if we use a temperature schedule with small length, we can obtain a feasible solution with probability almost 0, where the length of a temperature schedule TO, c , ... with T, is max{k(&+l 5 T,}. So, c should be set according to the temperature schedule and the instance. transformation, we have the theorem.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we give the experimental results of the simulated annealing searchs on S under conventional and our proposed methods under the same temperature schedule. We apply the simulated annealing approach to BenchMark ami49 and a randomly generated module sets Mloo, where a module mi in A4100 is generated satisfying that 10 < wi, hi < 100, max{hi/wi,wj/hi} 5 3. The number of each boundary constrained modules is set to the same value, i.e., IL1 = 1RI = IT1 = IB(. For ami49, we examine two cases ILI = 4 and 6 and, for Mloo, I LJ = 6 and 9, where we choose them randomly but, in case of ami49, we avoid choosing largest two modules as boundary constrained ones. The neighborhood structure is composed by the three operations RT, FX, and IN&, and each operation is chosen with same probability. We apply simulated annealing approach 100 times to ami49 and Mloo with parameters = IO5, T, = 10, r = 0.98, t = Ion, and c = A~/ 1 0 for ami49 and = 1 05, T, = 1, r = 0.98 t = Ion, and c = AM/100 for Mloo, where n is the number of modules. The value c should be set according to the temperature schedule and the instance, while, in our experiment, c is normalized by only AM. runtime)) 31 I 18 11 35 ) 18 1) 16 We apply our method 100 times to ami49 and Mloo. We show the average ratio A(S)/AM and average runtime (sec) for ami49 in Table I for each case, where the conventional method is shown by "conv" and our proposed method by "prop." IL( = 0 implies the experimental result of the placements without boundary constraints. The best placement for (LI = 6 is shown in Fig. 4 . In the experimental result, we can find that our method generates better solutions than the conventional method.
We show the results in Table I1 and the best placement for \L\ = 9 in Fig. 5 . From those results, we can see that, if IL( become large, our methods become more effective than the conventional method.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a penalty function approach for stochastic optimization methods of a problem with some constraints. Since the penalty function is just in the objective function, this approach may be available for optimization problems with many kinds of codes and stochastic methods. However, the theoretical analyses for the penalty function approach are remained in the future work. We applied the penalty function approach to the placement problem with boundary constraints and constructed an efficient searching scheme by simulated annealing search using sequence pair encoding.
